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Mr. Victor Stello, Jr., Director
Office of Inspection and Enforcement (c
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555

Subject: Dresden Station Unit 2
Response to Notice of Violation
Dated August 28, 1981 concerning
Two Overexposure Events
NRC Docket No. 50-237

References (a): D. J. Scott letter to J. G. Keppler
dated April 3, 1981

(b): D. J. Scott letter to J. G. Keppler
dated April 15, 1981

(c): V. Stello, Jr. letter to J. J. O'Connor
dated August 28, 1981

Dear Mr. Stelle:

We have received your letter dated August 28, 1981 and its
attached Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil-
Penalties, which discusses the two over-exposure events during the
period of March 2-26, 1981, at Dresden Nuclear Power Station Unit
2. The results of our investigation into those events were
previously forwarded to Region III and your office in References (a)
and (b). Those letters described the corrective action which we
Icoposed to preclude recurrence of those events.

The results of our investigation revealed that the,

principal cause of the larger over-exposure was malfunctioning
reactor water level instrumentation. At the time of the
over-exposure, a massive concrete shield plug was being removed from
inside the reactor vessel. This' concrete shield plug had served a
dual purpose as a working platform during the replacement of the'

reactor'feedwater' system spargers and as shielding from the highly
-irradiated vessel' internals below it. Additional and sufficient
shielding was believed to be provided during the removal of the
shield by maintaining reactor water level at a height along the side
of the shield plug. However, an approximate 37 inch discrepancy
between the actual water level inside the reactor vessel and the
level as indicated at the Control Room recorder existed when the
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concrete shield plug was removed. Station personnel were misled by
the malfunctioning instrumentation and did not anticipate the
radiological conditions which existed under the concrete shield
plug. None of the investigations into this over-exposure, however,
have conclusively indicated when.this water level discrepancy

'

; developed. The-water level recorder and the radiation surveys which
; were periodically taken were thoroughly examined, but did not reveal-
: any. anomaly indicating the decreasing water level.

Considerable planning had taken place at the station to
ensure that the accumulated radiation exposure for the :feedwater
sparger replacement program was as low as reasonably achievable.
The massive T/ *nch thick concrete plug had been - fabricated as a

*

part of this effort. Additionally, a metal liner had been inserted-
i surrounding the reactor vessel walls to reduce radiation exposure

from that source. Af ter installation of the shielding a special
; test had been carefully conducted in which reactor water level.was
[ varied and surveys were taken above the shield plug to determine'the
'

sen itivity of dose rates inside the reactor to variations in
reactor water level. The concrete shield plug was so effective in
reducing the exposure from underneath the shield that the surveys
showed nc change, and indicated that the dose to individuals inside
the reactor-vessel was primarily coming from the vessel walls and
core spray system spargers. Thus, station personnel relied
extensively on effectiveness and the radiological significance of
the shielding plug.

In spite of the relatively low radiation dose rates inside
: the reactor vessel, extensive precautions were taken to ensure

personnel safety. A continuous air monitor sampled the air in the
reactor-cavity, and a remote radiation monitor was' installed and

i functioning during the work of installing the new feedwater
.

spargers. Area surveys and air samples were periodically taken r~d
copies of the surveys were maintained on .the refueling floor.

~

Contractor personnel radiation exposures were recorded on film;
- badges and extremity TLD's. Self-reading dosimeters were used in
|- conjunction with timekeeping to limit-the time personnel could
j remain inside the reactor vessel.
!

|- Concerning Notice of Violation Item A, we acknowledge that'
I the remote radiation monitor had indeed been removed from the

reactor vessel at the time of the over-exposure. The monitor's
iremoval,.however, was' necessitated by the requ rement to remove the

circular shielding surrrounding the reactor vessel walls prior to
the removal of the concrete plug. The removal of the shield plug
was the final step in the feedwater sparger replacement program. ~ We
could not establish whether or not the' radiation detector would

|
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have, in fact, detected the radiation streaming between the two
halves of the concrete shield plug, but we agree that additional
survey techniques might have mitigated or prevented the

,

over-exposure. Our Reference (a) letter to Mr. Keppler which t

detailed the results of our investigation, describe these additional )
survey techniques, and we will implement them prior to performing )

! the feedwater sparger replacement on Dresden Unit 3.
'

Concerning Item B, we acknowledge that an individual
working in a restricted area did receive the approximate whole body
and extremitv doses of 21.2 and 20.8 rems, respectively. We believe i
that this over-exposure directly resulted from an approximate 37
inch discrepancy between the actual water level inside the reactor i

vessel and the level that was indicated by the control room recorder.
|

A discussion of items A and B, including steps we have
taken to assure continuing compliance with NRC requirements is
provided in Attachment A to this letter.

Although Commonwealth Edison agrees to pay the Civil
Penalties prcposed associated with Items A and B, we do not believe
that both of thase Items should be categorized as Severity Level
II. Violation Item A, standing alone, would only be categorized as
a Severity Level IV. While this treatment does not appear to be
inconsistent with the NRC's proposed general statement of policy and
procedure for enforcement actions, 45 Fed. Reg. 66754, 66756-57 and
n.17., for purposed of subparagraph IV.F, " Escalation of Enforcement
Sanctions," Items A and B should be treated as a single Severity
Level II violstion. Thus, if another Severity Level II violation
were to occur at Dresden Unit 2 in the next 2 years, it would
obviously oe more appropriate to treat such a repetitive occurrence
as a second, rather than a third offense.

The Commonwealth Edison Company response to Notice of
Violation Items C and D is also provided in Attachment A to this
letter. We believe that the new policy for the use of self-reading
dosimeters along with our additional actions described in Item D of
Attachment A will effectively prevent a recurrence of similar
events.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.201, Commonwealth Edison
Company agrees to pay the Civil Penalties proposed in your letter in
the accumulative amount of $80,000. This payment will be forthcoming
by separate correspondence.

. _ _ _
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Please address any questions you may have concerning this
matter to this office.

Very truly yours,

W. L. Stiede'
Assistant Vice President

cc: J. G. Keppler, RIII
RIII Inspector, Dresden

- SUBSCRIBED and SWORN Jo
before mp tihis dfh
day o f whJdinidA), 198I

Ma is A l $J-

' - Notary Public
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NRC Docket No. 50-237

ATTACHMENT A

COMMONWEALTH EDISON COMPANY
ATTACHMENT

RESPONSE 'IO NOTICE OF VIOLATION
AND.

PROPOSED IMPOSITION OF CIVIL PENALTIES

-Item A.
,

'

10 CFR 20.201(b) requires that each licensee shall make or cause to be
! made such surveys as may be necessary to comply with the regulations in

10 CFR Part 20.

Technical Specification 6.2.B requires that radiation control procedures
be maintained, made available and adhered to by all personnel. Procedure
No.1610-5, " Radiological Protection Procedures for Reactor Feedwater
Sparger-Related Maintenance," requires that a RM-16 Remote Radiation

'

Monitor, a high range portable monitor be set up in the reactor cavity to
monitor the dose rate in the area of -the personnel in the reactor cavity. *

Procedure No. 81-1-9, " Vessel Water Level Control During Feedwater Sparger
i Work,"~ requires that an operable high range portable monitor with alarm be

maintained on the work platform at' all times when personnel are working
from the platform.

~

| Contrary to the above, prior to entry into the reactor cavity by personnel
on M'rch 5, 1981, the licensee failed to make such radiation surveys.ini a
the reactor ' cavity as were' necessary to comply with 10 CFR 20.101. In

| addition, on at least one occasion during sparger-related maintenance on

| March 5,1981, adequate surveys were not made because procedures requiring
| a RM-16' Remote Radiation Monitor be set up in the cavity and a high range
| portable monitor be maint'ained on the work platform when personnel-were

working from the platform were not followed.

*
Discussion

| Health Physics Protection during the _feedwater sparger replacement program
was covered under procedure DRP 1610-5, Rev.12, dated January 14, 1981.
This procedure ' called for a remote radiation monitor, an. RM-16, to be in-
stalled and functioning at all times when personnel were in the reactor
cavity. At the time of the event, the remote radiation monitor had been
removed in preparation- for pulling the concrete. platform. This was a
necessary. step since the detector cabling had to be removed to ' facilitate

!: removing the circular metal shield which had been installed inside the
( reactor cavity to reduce radiation exposure from the reactor vessel walls.

The purpose of DRP 1610-5 was to cover that period of time when. the feed-
water sparger replacement progran was in progress, and ~it was not intended

| for the procedure to specifically cover installation and ' removal of the'

! shield plugs. Installation and removal of the' shield was being performed
as part of the maintenance traveller for the feedwater sparger replacement.
The results of our investigations have concluded, however, that a deficiency

,

; existed when personnel were allowed to be inside the reactor vessel without

l
'

-
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remote monitors measuring their exposure, or without another individual,
a Health Physics Technician, accompanying thea with a portable hand survey
instrument.

Corrective Steps Taken to Avoid Further Violations and Date When Full
Compliance Will be Achieved

The Health Physics requirements covering the feedwater sparger replacement
program for Dresden Unit 3 will be strengthened. Although the intent of
DRP 1610-5 for the Unit 2 feedwater sparger replacement program was only
to cover a time period when the spargers were being replaced, it's require-
ment to ensure a remote radiation detector is inside the reactor vessel
when personnel are working inside ;he vessel, is a prudent requirement for
thase time periods when the shields or other equipment are being inserted
or removed. During certain periods of the shielding placement and removal,
however, it may not be possible to have the remote detector installed.
During those periods, a radiation control technician with a portable survey
meter will accompany any personnel working inside the vessel. DRP 1610-5
will be expanded and modified to include this requirement. The procedure
will be approved and in use prior to the feedwater sparger replacement
for Dresden Unit 3, scheduled to begin in January, 1982.

Item B.

10 CFR 20.101(a) limits the quarterly occupational radiation dose of any
individual in a restricted area to 1.25 rems for the whole body and 18.75
rems for extremities, except as provided by 10 CFR 20.101(b). Paragraph
(b) permits a whole body dose of up to 3 rems per calendar quarter provided
certain specified conditions are met. ,

Contrary to the above, on March 5,1981, an individual working in a
restricted area received a whole body occupational dose of approximately
21.2 rems and an extremity exposure of approximately 20.8 rems.

Discussion

The direct cause of this over-exposure was an approximate 37 inch dis-
crepancy between the actual water level inside dhe reactor vessel and
the level that was indicated by the Control Room recorder.

When the over-exposure incident occurred, it was recognized that water
level under the concrete shield block must have been much lower than
expected. The instrument mechanics were immediately called out to check
the instrumentation, and they performed a back-fill on the reference'

leg on the level transmitter. When the reference leg was backfilled,
the instrument then indicated that the actual water level was 27 inches
lower than expected, possibly allowing the top few inches of the highly

. ., .-. .. - . . . _ -
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radiated reactor core shroud to have been exposed, while the concrete
plug was being lifted. Subsequently, on Saturday, March 7, another
attempt was again made to refill the instrument reference leg and it
was discovered that a visual observation of the vessel level still
revealed a discrepancy with the instrument and another 10 inch dis-
crepancy was found.

.A single water level transmitter was being relied upon to provide remote
indication of water level in the control room during the feedwater sparger
replacement program on Dresden Unit 2. A detailed examination of all
available recorder charts and logs shows no indication at any time during
this event that the reference leg on the water level transmitter was,
in fact, decreasing in level. Photographs of the concrete shield plug clearly
shov tuter marks on the side of the plug approximately at the desired level.
These water marks are readily apparent because the plug was painted just prior
to inserting it in the reactor. Thus, for at least some period during the
feedwater sparger installation, water level was, in fact, properly located
along the side of the concrete plug.

Corrective Steps Which will Avoid Futher Violations and the Date
When Full Compliance will be Achieved

In retrospect, it is clear that no single water level instrument should be
relied upon during maintenance programs similar to the feedwater sparger
program. It will be a requirement during the Unit 3 sparger replacement
program that at least two water level indications be available. The
local water level indicator which can be attached to the side of the -

concrete shield is expected to be used during the Unit 3 feedwater sparger
replacement program. That local water level indicator was not used on

Dresden Unit 2 because water level inside the reactor vessel was being
maintained low enough to replace several furnace-sensitized- safe-ends on
the vessel replacement program. On Dresden Unit 3, there is no requirement
to replace the safe ends, and the water level will be maintained within
the range of the local float indicator, thus permitting it to be used
on Dresden Unit 3. However, other water level indicators may also be
used during the Dresden Unit 3 feedwater replacement program to pro-
vide the requireu redundancy in water level indication. The procedures
and administrative controls necessary to ensure that redundant water
level indicatien is provided will be in place prior to replacing the
Unit 3 feedwater spargers, now scheduled for January,1982.

|

.

|

|

'
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Item C.*

10 CFR 20.201(b) requires that each licensee shall make or cause to be
made such surveys as may be necessary to comply with the regulations in
10 CFR Part 20.

Contrary to the above, the licensee failed to make such surveys of an
individual's working conditions on March 19-20, 1981, as were necessary to
assure compliance with 10 CFR 20.101. Specifically, the licensee failed
to adequately evaluate the worker's location in relation to radiation

fields and failed to evaluate the readings of the worker's direct-reading
dosimeter.

Discussion

The results of our investigation into the causes for this over-exposure
were discussed in the letter dated April 15, 1981, to Mr. Keppler from
Mr. D. S co tt . For the work in progress, film badges were used '3 the.

primary dosimeter. In addition to the film badge, the welders were
wearing two indirect-reading dosimeters, but these dosimeters had only_
a 0-200 mrem range. Supplementing these dosimeters, for individuals
working in radiation fields in excess of 100 MR/hr., a radiation
chemistry technician was assigned as a timekeeper. The timekeeper's
responsibilities included establishing dose rate and monitoring the
time and accumulated exposure of the individuals in the radiation
fields. Although self-reading dosimeters were not procedurally re-
required for these jobs, a number of workers had obtained self-reading
dosimeters, and of ten used them as a supplemental device to monitor
their exposure. In this particular event, the RCT did verify the '

dose rates which he presumed the welder would be receiving on the job.
On the basis of prior observations for welders wcrking on the
safe-ends being replaced, the radiation chemistry
technicians were able to establish a rather constant 180 mr/hr. dose
rate to the welders. This dose rate, however, presumed that the welders
were sitting perpendicular to the pipe and that they were 6 inches to
one foot away from the pipe. Based on prior observations, the radiation
chemistry technician felt confident that his dose projections for this
welder would be accurate. He did not require the welder to wear self-
readers and further did not physically observe the welders during ,
welding operations to ensure that they were, in fact, in the assumed
location.

Corrective Steps Which have been Taken and the Results Achieved

| On March 25-26, 1981, 200 additional self-reading dosimeters were pur-
chased for use at Dresden Station. These dosimeters included 100 dosi-
meters for the range of 0-500 mrem and 100 dosimeters with a range of
0-1000 mrem. A new timekeeping policy was established which requires
the issuance of two self-reading dosimeters, one 0-500 mrem dosimeter
and one 0-1000 mrem dosimeter, whenever individuals are working on a
job which will permit them to receive more than 200 mrem per day.
The two dosimeters are issued to the workers by the RCT's at the job
site and collected each time the worker exits the radiation field.
Self-reader accumulated exposure is recorded both on the exposure
time work sheets and on the badge and dosimeter sheets for permanent
retention. Significant discrepancies between the self-readers and
the time-keeping results are reported to Radiation Chesistry

.
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Department supervision. On March 30, 1981, a training class for the radi-
ation technicians was conducted to explain the new requirements for
self-reading dosimeters as a supplement to timekeeping, and the policy
was immediately placed into effect. The need for the radiation chemistry
technicians to more frequently monitor the locations of individuals inside
radiation fields was also stressed at that meeting.

Date When Full Compliance will be Achieved

The new policy for the use of self-reading dosimeters was placed into effect
on March 30, 1981, and used during the remainder of the refueling outage on
Dresden Unit 2. The use of the self-readers significantly strengthens the
exposure monitoring program and in conjunction with the already conservative
administrative limits zwhich have been established for daily, weekly, and quarterly
exposure, helps to ensure that events similar to this over-exposure shall
not recur. We believe that Dresden is presently in full compliance with
these requirements.

Item D.
.

10 CFR 20.101(a) limits the quarterly occupational whole body radiation ;

dose of any individual in a restricted area to 1.25 rems, except as
provided by 10 CFR 20.101(b). Paragraph (b) permits a whole body dose
of ap to 3 rems per calendar quarter provided certain specified condi-
tions are met.

Contrary to the above, during the first calendar quarter of 1981, an
individual working in a restricted area received a whole body occu-
pational dose of approximately 3.02 rems.

.

Discussion

We believe that this event primarily resulted from the previous dosimeter.
program which was in effect at Dresden. We feel.that the nec dosimetry

|'
individuals and to radiation protection technicians and supervision to
program as described above, provides the necessary prompt feedback to

prevent a recurrence of similar events. Further actions, however, to
,

! strengthen the health physics control program are in progress at Dresden
as described below.

|
| Corrective Steps which have been Taken and the Results Achieved

|
'

i Additional actions have been undertaken at Dresden to enhance radiation
j control programs. Since' June, 1981, two additional health physicists

have been hired and added to the radiation protection se7ervision
management staff. Additionally, 12 new RCT's have been selected and

,

j added to tha Dresden staf f. The new radiation chemistry technicians
are now mid-way through a 26-week initial training course to indoc-

,

b
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trinate them in the proper techniques which have been adopted for health
physics. control at Dresden S tation. The Radiation Chemistry Technician

,

training program was, in fact, rewritten for these new radiation chemistry I

technicians. The training program includes a requirement for RCT's to
complete certain steps, which are detailed on qualification cards, and-
documents the technicians capability to successfully complete assigned
functions. The new training program includes classes on the proper tech-
niques for timekeeping individuals in radiation areas, and discusses the
need to agressively observe individuals in radiation are.ac to ensure their
compliance with established radiation protection work rules.

Date When Full Compliance will be Achieved

The new dosimeter control program described in Item C is in effect. The
addition of new personnel to the radiation protection staff at Dresden
has been completed and the training program is now in progress and will
be completed prior to the Unit 3 refueling outage. We feel that this
additional Management and technician support will futher enhance the
Radiation protection program at Dresden and will help ensure that events
similar to this will not recur.

.
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O C k e TM O .October 196?
Titla 7. G AO Manuel

BILL FOR COLLECTION R 137n i4-ia
. . Bill No.

L
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Date
(Department or Establishment and Bureau or Office) s / g R . /jlWashington, DC 20555

(Address) gggG
PA YER: ,Why1 y

Commonwealth Edison #4
P.0. Box 767 This bitt sb$be rr$nre 6, osa
Chicago, IL 60690 payer with his remittance-

' '

SEE INSTRUCTIONS BEL 0lf.

.

-

Date DESCRIPTION Quantity Amount
" **

g,

10/1/81 Full payment for civil penalties
proposed in letter dated August 28,19E;l
concerning Dresden Station Unit 2,
Docket No. 50-237. $80,000 ,00

.

4 n,
. f~%

..

; R&|[
11 OCTI 4 [gg y, q.

- %% . hu. s.-

C%ggagg /G, s

'\4si%3@

. AMOUNT DUE THIS BILL, S80.000.00

This is not a receipt -

INSTRUCTIONS
Tender of payment of the above bill may be made in cash, United States postal money order, express money order, bank draft, or check, ,

to the omce indicated. Such tender, when in any other form than cash, should be drawn to the order of the Department or Establishment
and Bureau or Omce indicated above.

Receipts will be issued in all cases where " cash"is received, and only upon request when remittance is in any other form. If tender
of payment of this bill is other than cash or United States postal money order, the receipt shall not become an acquittance until such
tender has been cleared and the amount received by the Department or E.tabHshment and Bureau or Omce indicated above.

Failure to receive a receipt for a cash payrnent should be promptly reported by the payer to the chief administrative omcer of the
bureau o* agency mentioned above.

t II. 8. CoVERNMDrT PRDrr1NG OFFICE 1974 0 - 552-200
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